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Pure rotational spectra of isotopic species of protonated krypton 82KrD/ , 84KrD/ , 86KrD/ , and 82KrH/ were observed
in the 0.75–3.5 THz region, using a tunable far-infrared radiation source. Rotational parameters B , D , and H of these
molecular ions were determined. By analyzing the observed frequencies with the previous data on all the isotopic
species, the mass independent Dunham parameters Ukl , DKr

kl , and DH
kl have been improved. q 1998 Academic Press

1. INTRODUCTION tures of 83KrD/ due to the nuclear spin (I Å 9/2) of 83Kr
and determined both its quadrupole coupling constant eqQ

Protonated rare gas ions, such as HeH/ (1, 2, 3) , NeH/
and its nuclear coupling constant CN . Linnartz et al. observed

(4, 5) , ArH/ , KrH/ (6) , and XeH/ (7) , have been studied the Zeeman splitting of the J Å 1 R 0 84KrH/ transition
extensively in the infrared (IR) region; their rotation–vibra- and those of the J Å 2 R 1 transitions of 84KrD/ and 86KrD/

tion transitions and high-J pure rotational transitions of (13) in a magnetic field-enhanced anomalous discharge (21),
ArH/ (J ú 20) (8) and HeH/ (J ú 10) (3) were observed. and determined experimentally the electric dipole moment
Few studies have been performed in the far-infrared (FIR) of these ions. Recently, Linnartz et al. observed the pure
region in which most of their pure rotational transitions lie, rotational transitions of 84KrH/ and 86KrH/ up to J Å 7 R

because it is difficult to generate coherent, tunable FIR 6 with a TuFIR spectrometer (20) . They determined the
radiation for high-resolution spectroscopy. In the lower end rotational parameters B , D , and H for these ions and im-
of the FIR (less than 0.6 THz), only low-J pure rotational proved the mass-independent Dunham parameters U01 and
transitions of the heavier ions were observed (9–14) . For DH

01 . Rotational transitions of the 10 isotopic species other
higher frequencies, the tunable far-infrared (TuFIR) spec- than these two ions have been left to be studied in the FIR
trometer developed by Evenson et al. has extended measure- region. With their accurate FIR frequencies, the mass-inde-
ments into the terahertz region (15, 16) . This technique has pendent Dunham parameters of the protonated krypton ion
been successfully applied to the observation of pure rota- will be improved.
tional transitions of HeH/ (17) , NeH/ (18) , ArH/ (19) , In this paper we report the observation of the pure rota-
and KrH/ (20) up to 5 THz with an accuracy better than a tional transitions of 82KrD/ , 84KrD/ , 86KrD/ , and 82KrH/

few hundred kilohertz. For HeH/ (17) and NeH/ (18) , in the ground vibrational state with a TuFIR spectrometer.
systematic measurements of the isotopic species were made, Rotational parameters B , D , and H of these ions were deter-
and the molecular parameters were improved considerably mined from our data and low-J transition frequencies re-
by combining the accurate FIR data with the previous IR ported in Refs. (12) and (13) . These observed frequencies
data. were also analyzed by combining with the previous data on

The protonated krypton ion has 12 stable isotopic species both pure rotational transitions (12, 13, 20) and rotation–
which consist of a combination of six krypton isotopes (78Kr, vibration transitions (6) of all the isotopic species of the
80Kr, 82Kr, 83Kr, 84Kr, and 86Kr) and two hydrogen isotopes protonated krypton ion. The mass-independent Dunham pa-
(1H and 2D). Johns observed rotation–vibration transitions rameters were improved, and the higher-order Born–Oppen-
of all the KrH/ isotopic species except for 78KrH/ with a heimer breakdown parameter DH

02 was determined.
Fourier transform spectrometer in the IR region and deter-
mined the mass independent Dunham parameters (6) . War- 2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS
ner et al. observed the J Å 1 R 0 transitions of KrD/ for
all the six krypton isotopes with a millimeter-wave spectrom- A TuFIR spectrometer was used to perform the experi-
eter and determined the Born–Oppenheimer breakdown pa- ment. Coherent, tunable FIR radiation with a frequency un-

certainty less than 35 kHz is generated by mixing the radia-rameters DKr
01 and DH

01 (12) . They resolved hyperfine struc-
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TABLE 1tion from two CO2 lasers and a microwave sweeper in a W-
Observed Frequencies of Pure Rotational TransitionsCo metal-insulator-metal (MIM) diode. Tunability of the

of 82KrD/ (MHz)FIR radiation is obtained by tuning the microwave fre-
quency. The atmospheric water vapor in the path of the FIR
radiation outside the sample cell was purged with nitrogen
gas to prevent its absorption of the FIR radiation. The FIR
radiation after passing through the sample cell was detected
with a silicon composite bolometer cooled to the lambda
point of 4He. Details of our TuFIR spectrometer were de-
scribed in Ref. (22) .

Protonated krypton gases (KrH/ or KrD/) were produced
by a discharge in a mixture of krypton and hydrogen (H2 or
D2) gases in a liquid-nitrogen-cooled Pyrex glass tube of
1.4 m in length and 16 mm in diameter with a pair of elec-
trodes. The krypton gas has natural abundances of 0.35%
78Kr, 2.25% 80Kr, 11.6% 82Kr, 11.5% 83Kr, 57.0% 84Kr, and
17.3% 86Kr. Consequently, the 82, 83, 84, and 86 isotopic
species can be observed without isotopically enriched gases.
The pressure ratio of krypton to hydrogen was 10:1 at a
total pressure of 35 Pa. We mainly used a 10-kHz-rate ac
discharge. Details of this system were described before in
Ref. (17) . A discharge current of 700 mA p-p and a high
voltage of 3 kV p-p were used typically. We also used a
dc discharge in some of the measurements, because the ac
discharge easily destroyed the MIM diode contact. A dis-

source modulation at 1 kHz was used to detect absorption
charge current of 300 mA and a high voltage of 3 kV were

signals with a lock-in amplifier. The line-center frequency
used typically. The mean frequencies were determined by

was determined using a line-fitting program in which a base-
averaging two frequencies measured under the opposite-po-

line is taken into account (23) .
larity high voltages to eliminate the systematic frequency

We have observed the pure rotational spectra of 82KrD/ ,
shift (12) . In our previous experiment, ion velocity modula- 84KrD/ , 86KrD/ , and 82KrH/ . A plot of the observed ab-
tion was used to detect light ions such as HeH/ (17) and

sorption from the J Å 11 R 10 84KrD/ transition is shown
NeH/ (18) . For heavier ions such as KrH/ , however, it

in Fig. 1. The frequencies are listed in Tables 1–4 together
was found that this technique was not effective. Therefore,

with the observed 0 calculated (obs. 0 calc.) values calcu-
lated from the rotational parameters in Table 5 or from the
mass independent Dunham parameters in Table 6. The J Å
1 R 0 transitions of all the four isotopic species mentioned
above, the J Å 2 R 1 transitions of the three KrD/ species,
and the J Å 3 R 2 transition of 82KrD/ were not observed
because of poor signal-to-noise ratios. However, the aver-
aged frequencies of two Zeeman components of the J Å
2 R 1 transitions of both 84KrD/ and 86KrD/ reported in Ref.
(13) and the J Å 1 R 0 KrD/ transition frequencies reported
in Ref. (12) are included in Tables 1–3. The difference
between the averaged frequencies and the zero-field frequen-
cies of the J Å 2 R 1 transition of 84KrD/ and 86KrD/ at
503 GHz is estimated to be less than 100 kHz, because the
average of the two Zeeman components of the J Å 1 R 0
84KrH/ transition at 494 GHz (13) is in agreement with the
zero-field frequency within its 100 kHz uncertainty (20) .

3. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
FIG. 1. Observed spectral line of the J Å 11 R 10 transition of 84KrD/ .

The observed frequencies given in Tables 1–4 were fittedThe measured spectrum is the solid curve, and the fitted spectrum is the
dashed curve. to the following effective Hamiltonian:
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TABLE 2 TABLE 3
Observed Frequencies of Pure Rotational Transitions Observed Frequencies of Pure Rotational Transitions

of 86KrD/ (MHz)of 84KrD/ (MHz)

E
£J Å ∑

kl

Ykl(£ / 1/2) k[J(J / 1)] l , [2]

Heff Å BJ(J / 1) 0 D[J(J / 1)]2 / H[J(J / 1)]3 . [1]

where
The rotational parameters B , D , and H determined for each
species are given in Table 5. The obs. 0 calc. values do not Ykl Å m0 (k /2/ l )

c Ukl[1 / (me /MKr)D
Kr
kl / (me /MH)DH

kl] , [3]
decrease even when a higher-order term L[J(J / 1)]4 is
included in Eq. [1] . The obs. 0 calc. values exceed the according to Watson’s expression (25) . In Eq. [3] , mc is
estimated experimental uncertainties of the observed fre- defined for KrH/ as
quencies by a few hundred kilohertz for several transitions.
This can be explained by systematic frequency shifts due
to distorted baselines which originate from standing waves TABLE 4
between the MIM diode and the detector. No systematic Observed Frequencies of Pure Rotational Transitions
error is found for the measurements performed with the dc of 82KrH/ (MHz)
discharge. The ratio of the observed difference between op-
posite-polarity frequencies to their averaged frequency was
about 1008 Ç 1007 , which gives an ion drift velocity similar
to that for the J Å 1 R 0 KrD/ transition (12) . Since this
value gives a frequency difference of 25 Ç 250 kHz at 2.5
THz, a systematic error in the averaged frequency, which
should be much less than this difference of 250 kHz, is
negligibly smaller than the systematic error due to the dis-
torted baseline.

The observed frequencies in Tables 1–4 were also ana-
lyzed with the previous data on all the isotopic species of
the protonated krypton ion according to the Dunham’s ex-
pression (24) :
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TABLE 5
Rotational Parameters of 82KrD/ , 84KrD/ , 86KrD/ , and 82KrH/ (MHz)a

transitions contain the information on the centrifugal distor-mc Å MKrMH/(MKr / MH 0 me) , [4]
tion. Our accurate data on the KrD/ species allowed us to
improve the accuracy of DH

01 and to determine the higher-where MKr and MH are the atomic masses of krypton and
hydrogen, respectively, and me the electron mass. We used order parameter DH

02 for the first time. However, the intro-
the values of MKr , MH, and me given in Ref. (26) . In a duction of DH

02 causes a large difference in DKr
01 from the

previous analysis (20) , the 11 parameters U10 , U20 , U01 , previous value. This parameter DKr
01 should be improved with

U11 , U21 , U02 , U12 , U03 , U04 , DKr
01 , and DH

01 were included the additional data on 78Kr, 80Kr, and 83Kr isotopes.
in Eq. [2] , but only U01 , DKr

01 , and DH
01 were fitted, setting We also observed several higher-J transitions (J ú 5) of

other parameters to the values determined from the IR data 83KrD/ and 83KrH/ , but their hyperfine structures due to
(6) . In our analysis, we at first fitted the parameters U02 and 83Kr nuclear spin were not resolved. We failed to obtain their

hypothetical transition frequencies, although the quadrupoleU03 as well as the parameters U01 , DKr
01 , and DH

01 , fixing
other parameters U10 , U20 , U11 , U21 , U12 , and U04 to the coupling constant eqQ has already been determined (12) .

Hence, observed frequencies are not reported here. For thesevalues determined from the IR data (6) . Our data set consists
of both the 61 FIR frequencies given in Tables 1–4, Ref. isotopic species we were not able to observe low-J transi-

tions.(12) , and Ref. (20) and the 291 IR data reported in Ref.
(6) . These data were weighted inversely as the square of In summary, we observed the pure rotational spectra of

82KrD/ , 84KrD/ , 86KrD/ , and 82KrH/ with an accuracy ofthe experimental uncertainties. The uncertainties of all the
IR data were assumed to be the same as 30 MHz, which is a few hundred kilohertz. Effective rotational parameters B ,

D , and H of these ions were determined for the groundthe value estimated for the stronger unblended lines (6) . In
this preliminary fit, we found a systematic deviation (Ç1 vibrational state. By analyzing the observed frequencies with

the previous data, the mass independent Dunham parametersMHz) in the calculated frequencies of the rotational transi-
tions. The inclusion of the higher-order parameter DH

02 re- U02 , U03 , and DH
01 were determined more accurately and the

duces this deviation substantially. The determined parame- higher-order parameter DH
02 was determined for the first

ters are shown in Table 6. In comparison with the previous time.
values, the accuracy of the parameters U02 and U03 are im-
proved, because the new accurate data on relatively high-J ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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